[Sensitized photomodification of DNA with binary systems. II. Spectral photosensitivity. One- and two quantum sensitization].
The efficiency of the photomodification of target single-stranded DNA with a decanucleotide derivative of p-azidotetrafluorobenzamide (direct photomodification) and with its complexes with decanucleotide derivatives of pyrene complementary to the adjacent segment of the target (sensitized photomodification) was studied as a function of the wavelength of long-wave UV light. The sensitized photomodification occurs mainly by singlet-singlet energy transfer from pyrene to azide in their complementary complex, which allows a significant increase in the rate and level of photomodification. When irradiation occurred simultaneously in the UV and visible regions (365-580 nm), two-photon triplet-triplet sensitization was revealed for the first time, which leads to a still greater acceleration of the target modification and a change of its site-direction from the G11 to T13 residue. The change of the mode of sensitization depending on the irradiation conditions allows the regulation of the reactivity of the binary system of oligonucleotide derivatives without altering their composition.